Brigantia Distribution - Remote Monitoring

ETM Dashboard
Designed to simplify the lives of administrators, ETM
Dashboard is a remote monitoring and management
platform that provides a single pane of glass of
network appliances and applications.
As a cloud service, ETM Dashboard updates are
seamless and automatic, providing immediate access to
the latest improvements. Real-time firewall, router and
endpoint status alerts help with site management and
maintaining regulatory compliance.

Network Security Orchestration
As part of Edge Threat Management, ETM Dashboard
gives you visibility and control over the whole network
across all NG Firewall and Micro Edge deployments. All
NG Firewall and Micro Edge appliances can be managed
remotely from a single login. ETM Dashboard is ideal
for organizations with multiple networks or locations to
protect, monitor and manage.

the appliance to fit the needs of each location without
the need for physical access.

Endpoint Security
ETM Dashboard’s integration with Bitdefender,
Malwarebytes and Webroot provides administrators
an easy way to see not only the status of remote NG
Firewalls and Micro Edge’s, but also monitors connected
endpoints on the network. Drill down into detailed
information about hosts, get alerts when threats are
detected, or even initiate an endpoint protection scan.

Included with a Subscription
All customers with paid subscriptions of NG Firewall
and/or Micro Edge deployments can utilize ETM
Dashboard and benefit from advanced management
including configure and push templates, automatic
backups, alerts and endpoint protection integration.

Simplified Management
Reduce management overhead by handling a range of
tasks remotely with ETM Dashboard. It’s easy to make
one-to-many policy changes across locations, then
keep appliances in sync automatically. See appliance
status briefly, including uptime, bandwidth utilization,
and network traffic summaries. Get valuable auditing
logs about administrative changes, key to regulatory
compliance. Manage licensing, software updates,
backups and more.

Zero Touch Provisioning
Easily configure NG Firewall and Micro Edge
appliances remotely. Customers or partners with
multiple locations and limited IT staff can simply set up
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ETM Dashboard
ETM Dashboard Features

Hosts

ETM Dashboard gives you visibility over the whole
network and across all NG Firewall and Micro Edge
deployments. All NG Firewall and Micro Edge appliances
can be managed remotely from a single login. ETM
Dashboard is ideal for organizations with multiple
locations to deploy, protect and manage.

View real-time host activities across all deployments.
Gain visibility into the security status of each host
running Bitdefender, Malwarebytes, or Webroot endpoint
protection.

Reports

Dashboard

Access to 30-day aggregated reports for all deployments
connected to ETM Dashboard.

ETM Dashboard gives you an immediate picture of what’s
happening on your Edge Threat Managed networks.

Networking

Appliances
See critical information about each NG Firewall and
Micro Edge deployment, manage those deployments via
remote access, and get alerts and threat history details
for each appliance.

Group NG Firewall and Micro Edge appliances into a
defined network. Automatically connect appliances,
view aggregated performance data, and create and push
shared WAN Rules across all your Micro Edge appliances.

Policies
Easily view, configure, clone and push policies across
appliances for a “configure once, deploy anywhere”
methodology that reduces management overhead.

Account
Easily manage all licensing, provisioning, and billing
information across your Edge Threat Management
account.

Alerts
Receive global alerts across deployments: improving
visibility, ensuring business continuity, and easing
management for multi-site deployments and MSPs.
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